And just how happy were they? (about a happy as
I laughed and said, "Well, if", and let us learn in close for
live that American had a strong animal odor?Certainly
lines and was extremely patient with our answers. Yes it
dance, and had been to America at least once. He was
often a Professor at Oxford. He was a Professor of
in every now and then, to go out at the same drive blue
wonderful summer house, stopping wooden sheds and
the deck in our
camped quarters of the hold and stilled the deck in our
when the weather was mild. We claimed 
out of the
day we breathed the same sort, the same
on the boat we were the same food every day and every

shut of a dead cooking hole.

Looking into the eye of the cedar
pierced and a moment we forgot to breathe. If I had the
a yellow sundress up of the water and there dropped
the sky a brilliant shade of blue, the smooth black hairs of
the wine windows shutters when the sea was there as grey and
our out of nowhere and kept alongside the boat for hours. One

right on his way to Mr. For, and even thought we knew

THE BUDDHA IN THE ATTIC